FRONTeO e-Banking

FRONTeO e-Banking is a multichannel web,
mobile and tablet solution, developed for
retail and corporate banks, allowing your
private and business customers to manage
their financial situation and execute
transactions anytime and anywhere using
their
preferred
device
(computer,
smartphone, tablet, etc.).

FRONTeO e-Banking comes with a series of
integrated ready-to-plug functionalities such
as the management of Accounts, Payments,
Beneficiaries, Investments, Loans, Insurances,
Simulation tools, etc.

Users can fully personalize their preferences and thanks to the secured mail module it is possible to exchange
information in both directions (user to bank / bank to user). The solution also comes with customizable SMS and e-mail
alerts.
Thanks to its Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
FRONTeO e-Banking can easily be connected to and
integrated with Digital Marketing Systems (DMS) and
Content Management Systems (CMS). The solution
allows banks to realize important gains due to its
impressive time-to-market possibilities. Moreover, the
most rigorous security features have been
implemented using state-of-the-art tools and
frameworks. External audits and intrusion tests confirm
the highest level of security implementation.

By installing FRONTeO e-Banking, banks benefit from a
numerous series of advantages: the solution can be
connected to all back-office systems, is multilingual,
modular, SOA based, user friendly, available 24/7,
evolutive and scalable.
Finally, FRONTeO has been developed using market
standards, allowing to reduce significantly the total
cost of ownership (TOC).

A modern
architecture
FRONTeO e-Banking is built
around a series of standard
components.
The business logic is
contained in the Service
layer and is exposed to the
Presentation layer through
the Web services.
The Web services can be
channel dependent: a
facade for the web, another
for the mobile, and another

ABOUT FRONTeO

ABOUT MAINSYS

FRONTeO is a web-based omni-channel front & middle
office solution for retail, corporate and private banking
institutions, consisting of several modules:



FRONTeO Branch, deployed in the branches
network and fully covering the banking
services.

MAINSYS is a banking software editor and IT service
provider. More than 190 experts develop projects for
retail, commercial, corporate and investment banks
across Europe. The company’s flagship product is
FRONTeO, a new generation web-based omni-channel
front & middle office solution.



FRONTeO e-Banking, one global multiplatform
e-banking solution (web/tablet/mobile).

For more information, visit www.mainsysgroup.com



FRONTeO Loans, the integrated STP loan
acquisition module.



FRONTeO Investment Advice, for automating
the investment advice to mass affluent clients.
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for the tablet.

